
Chapter 9. Outlook

9.1 Quality Assurance in Clinical Trials

The prime interest of quality assurance in clinical trials today is to optimize standards of

treatment and to develop a cost-efficient medical practice, especially today where public

funding of research has reached its limits in many countries. Quality assurance is aimed

at achieving state of the art treatment, given at the correct time, prescribed and

administered in a correct form for all patients and includes

 high quality in research

 conformity with ethical principles

 and accountability in the use of public funds.

Recommendations for quality assurance in clinical trials were first set out in writing by

the World Health Organization Declaration of Helsinki in 1964 and later supplemented

and reinforced by other guidelines and guidances including the International Conference

on Harmonisation on Good Clinical Practice Guidelines (ICH Topic 6) which was

approved as European Community guidelines by the Committee on Proprietary

Medicinal Products (CPMP/ICH/135/95) in 1991.(1-3) Recently, following the

implementation of the Clinical Trial Directive 2001/20/EC into national laws in Europe,

Good Clinical Practice as a basis for quality assurance programs has been legally

enforced in all Member States (4).

The main aims are

 to provide public assurance that the rights, safety and well being of trial subjects are

protected

 to promote the quality of clinical research within EU, in particular credibility and

validity of data

 to avoid waste of financial resources by establishing an appropriate study design

 to set global standards to facilitate mutual acceptance of clinical data by regulatory

authorities leading to faster marketing of drugs in interest of the patients

 to take all efforts to eliminate cheating, fraud, or accidental error
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9.2 Outlook for Investigator Initiated Clinical Trials

Clinical trials today are associated with an increase in documentation and bureaucracy,

a particular problem for academic trials since the implementation of Directive

2001/20/EC to National Laws in 2005. Where the interests of the pharmaceutical

industry is aimed at clinical trials for gaining and maintaining marketing authorization

of medicinal products, academic investigator initiated such as “therapy optimizing“

clinical trials in oncology are considered to be an essential way of continually

improving medical care and establishing standardized evidence-based treatments. (5) In

this way for example such clinical trials are used to compare standard chemotherapy to

treatment with new drugs for effectiveness and risks, radiotherapy can be monitored,

surgical techniques improved, appropriate staging systems based on sophisticated

imaging techniques developed and diagnostics advanced from using for example

conventional histology towards applying immunohistochemical techniques and

identifying tumor specific cytogenetic and molecular changes. In addition such

academic clinical trials are often coupled with Quality-of-Life assessments allowing for

direct feedback from the patients themselves allowing for limits to be set on the

tolerability of unavoidable adverse drug reactions to chemotherapy based on evidence

based reports of effectiveness and on patient burden. (6)

The importance of such academic clinical research cannot be stressed enough and ways

and means must be found despite the increase in administration to build up an

infrastructure within the academic research groups and hospitals to integrate academic

clinical trials into every day clinic life, closely attached to pharmacovigilance

surveillance centers, similar to that established over many years by the pharmaceutical

industry. In Germany twelve Coordination Centres for Clinical Trials (KKS

http://www.kks-info.de/) have been financed by the German government research funds

to assist academic research groups in the management of clinical trials. Future plans

should be encouraged to support the complex procedures by applying advances in

technology. Computer networking and databases for automated data capture are already

being introduced and clinical trials would be facilitated if documented directly online.

Possibilities of integrating “Electronic healthcare record” (Frank Ückert Gesakon

GmbH http//www.aktaonlie.de) and palm-sized electronic touch-screen “Quality-of-

Life-Recorders” (Jörg Sigle http://www.jsigle.com ) which are already being applied for
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obtaining and processing of data and as a medium for information and communication

between physicians, patients and institutions should be supported. (7, 8)

9.3 Clinical Trial Registers

Initiatives to standardize registration of clinical trials in registers and make information

available to the public should improve the quality of all clinical trials and avoid

unnecessary duplication of research, encourage international collaboration, recognize

early warning signs that an intervention is dangerous, control research costs and inspire

public confidence in clinical trials. In this way underreporting of trials with

disappointing, negative, or inconclusive results which mislead researchers conducting

systematic reviews and doctors making decisions based on published evidence can be

avoided, leading to improved evidence based medical care. (9, 10)

9.4 Publications

In addition early publication of future clinical trials should be encouraged and today

where clinical researchers are legally bound to prepare a Clinical Trial Report and send

a summary with all relevant results to the Ethics Committees and Competent Federal

Authorities within one year of end of trial, this could be a means of achieving this goal.

(11)
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